The Mis-Adventures of a Very Amateur Astronomer
Hello all;
It’s been a while since I last wrote an article, So I thought I would give you an account of our
recent visit to Northumberland.
There were originally about 17 of us going, but in the end 12 of us made the trip, and I think
those of us that did had a good time, Although there was no set itinerary and people were
left to their own devises I had planned to give our lady chair a good thrashing at archery,
unfortunately in the end she couldn’t make it. (Probably best for me).
The lead up to the trip had all been planned down to the smallest detail, which of course
meant that anything that could go wrong, would go wrong!
I had also originally intended to travel in Shadowfax my trusted steed, but with all my
equipment (telescopes, food, golf clubs, more food) (I haven’t been camping for a Very long
time!), added to the fact that I was also taking Nick Cowling and his equipment, it would
have meant me fixing a tow bar to him for a trailer, (Shadowfax that is, not Nick!) So I
decided to have a little chat with my daughter about borrowing her people carrier for the
weekend. (Naturally there is always a fee involved).
One week to go… “Dad, the car’s making a funny noise, the mechanic says it will be ok for
short trips but not for long ones” Excellent! Ever felt you’ve been left up a certain muddy
waterway without a paddle? I know, I’ll hire a van.
Just a few days to go now; equipment check, got my new tent, a 2 man job, not the Big Top
that’s tied up somewhere at the back of my cubbyhole and which takes 16 men to put up,
sleeping bag, one that I can actually get into and my inflatable bed, one without holes, Food
and drink, Battery packs, where are all the chargers? Power pack, golf trolley battery, camera
batteries, phone charger, more food, I’m bound to forget something. Ah Yes...Clothes!
One day to go, and yes, you guessed it! …Ring, Ring...“Hello, is that Mr. Dodson? ...”
Yes! …“I’m sorry to say, but the van that you hired and were due to pick up at 8am has a
problem and we can’t get another one until 10am…” Heruum! That’s a little inconvenient to
say the least! We ‘d all arranged to meet up at the Wyvern Centre in Derby at 10am with a
view to traveling as a convoy, to arrive at the campsite in plenty of time and all intended to
coincide with Cassini crashing into Saturn. I was to learn later in the week that Cassini’s
demise would occur whilst we were en route anyway.
The best laid plans of mice and men etc.
Friday
I picked up the van at around 10:30am, loaded up and by the time I got toNick it was almost
12:30. Good to make an early start don’t you think? At least the company gave me leeway on
the amount of diesel I should return the van with.
“Right” says I, “let’s make up some time…”
How wrong can you be? ... 2 miles onto the A1 and Oh dear! What felt like a 10 mile tail
back for an accident… on the other carriage way… and now we’re into rush hour traffic
approaching Leeds.

Once passed Leeds it was plain sailing… for about 20 miles, and then we hit roadworks that
seemed to go all the way into Newcastle. We did stop for a bite to eat and a stretch around
Scotch corner before continuing
steadily on to Kirkwhelpington, the
little village where Nick would be
stopping, a nice hotel, which of
course I drove straight past the first
time around, despite the fact that it
was on the main road.
It was now getting on for 6pm, After
sorting out return transport for Nick
(It turns out that taxis in this part of
the country are something of a
foreign entity and have to come all the way from Newcastle).(Bit of a niche there I think!)we
continued on to Bellingham, which was a further 12 miles down the road .
We reached the campsite around 6:30pm, and of course I drove past it the first time, again!
And found myself down a single track lane and no-where to go. (My sense of direction is
terrible). Almost everyone else was there, just a couple who we knew would be late arrivals
and after setting up my tent and our telescopes, we adjourned to one of the 4 pubs in the
village for a couple of well-earned pints and a
lovely meal. The location of the campsite surprised
me as it was a lot closer to the village than I had
anticipated, this however did not make any
difference to our night seeing whatsoever and
merely meant that the pubs and restaurants where
that much closer.
The first evening the cloud drifted in and out,
giving us tantalizing glimpses of what we might
see, the only distraction was a security light positioned to illuminate the courtyard and
entrance to the field where we were
camping, a necessity I think if not a little
on the bright side. (I might have a word
with the owner next time). It didn’t impact
on our viewing though, just a distraction
because it always seemed to be in your eye
line.
We gathered a few other campers around us
too and we finally covered up at around
midnight and David, the gentleman from
Nick’s hotel came and picked him up from
outside the Rose Crown.

Perhaps it’s me, but I continue to be surprised by the generosity showed by others and I
know I really shouldn’t, but maybe it’s the age we live in!
Saturday
Saturday dawned a beautiful morning and after a lovely bacon sandwich with Chris and
Sally Calloway I went to pick up Nick again. As I said there was no set itinerary, everyone
was left to do their own thing. I for instance took a walk up to a local Golf course and
booked a round of golf for the afternoon. Nick went
exploring the village and a few others did likewise.
After lunch it decided to rain… Obviously, I had
booked to play golf! ...Why would it do anything
else? ...Nevertheless, undaunted, I persisted and
managed single handedly to make a mess of a
beautiful golf course! It did stop raining midafternoon and the sun came out to turn it into a
lovely day. (Shame about the golf!).
After cleaning up Nick and I were invited to join
Gabi Kowal and her son Joseph for the evening and
went for a pleasant walk through the village to a
hotel on the outskirts where we had yet another
lovely meal, it also gave me an opportunity to learn a
little more about one of our members. (Something I
think I should do more often). Do you remember at
the start of this article, the amount of food I packed? You will have noticed that I haven’t as
yet touched any of it!
The village of Bellingham was really very nice, almost idyllic, and the people, whether locals

or just visitors like us just seemed so nice, willing to pass the time of day or engage in
conversation with you, and everyone seemed to have a smile on their face. Such a pleasant
feeling, it must be the air up there.
The sky above was beginning to clear nicely as we walked back and the stars were just
beginning to appear, but as we actually turned into the campsite away from what street
lighting there was, we were immediately struck by how much more we could see.

We quickly uncovered our telescopes, Chris and John
Brotherton were ahead of us but the position of their
caravans on the site meant that the cursed security light
was in view almost all of the time. I on the other hand,
re-positioned my telescope behind the van, which
shielded me from it. This would mean of course that I
would need to set up and polar align once more.
Time consuming as we all know, however, as I was
doing my 3 star alignment, the power lead came loose,
which obviously meant I would need to start again.
Bugger that! The night was gorgeous and I wanted to start observing, not faffing around
with my equipment.
I re-set the telescope and programmed in Alcor and Mizar, (the double star in the Plough), it
duly did and with the slightest of adjustments then told it to go to Andromeda. Bugger me
it went straight there and was centred too! I have Never seen Andromeda so bright and pin
point clear, visible with the naked eye, as was my favourite object the double cluster in
Perseus. (I had to get that in Lady Chair).
We had a great nights observing, so much so that I had intended to try some
astrophotography, but got carried away and with everyone gathered around our telescopes I
completely forgot. I also think Richard Eaton might be a few bob down pretty soon; Buying
a new telescope for his wife Iryna
Unfortunately Nick was suffering, he had taken his 11” Schmitt Cassegrain, but shortly
after setting up it dewed over and he didn’t have a dew heater. Such a shame, I would have
loved to see Andromeda through that!
We packed up just after midnight again and Nick was kindly picked up from the village and
everything was Ok with the world.
Sunday
Sunday dawned another beautiful day, and after another lovely Bacon sandwich and cup of
tea courtesy of Chris and Sally, (again)I went to pick up Nick and then we decided to get
the Solar Scopes out. I had the society’s Lunt and Chris had a very impressive Coronado,
we wanted to compare the two, however, as usual I was experiencing a few difficulties

I'm pretty sure the Sun's up there Chris!

... And Not Down there!

trying to piggy back the scope onto mine, in the end I gave up and used a white light filter .
Chris suffered no such problems and had his set up in next to no time and after a short while
we were getting some very impressive views of our very own star, Delicate tendrils around
the limb, just like the fibres on a wooly jumper. I was most impressed. And then! Whilst we
were looking through the eyepiece and totally without warning... Whack! The rain came, and
boy did it come. Monsoon or what? All hands to
the pumps, (or should I say telescopes). This was
just after lunch time, it did stop for a while, just
time enough for me to cook up some of the food I
had taken with me, quite a fry up.
It continued to rain on and off throughout the rest
of the day and as the day wore on it became less
and less likely that we would be doing anymore
observing, so gradually, between downpours we
packed our equipment away.
Some of the group, such as John Brotherton and his wife Bobby went to look at the
observatory at Keilder, whilst others took the short drive up into Scotland or were content to
stay local and enjoy the local hospitality, there was even a Leek festival on that weekend
too, and there were some Very big Leeks, quite in keeping really, considering the amount of
water that came out of the sky that day!
Ironically, I had to drive Nick back to the hotel
that evening and when I returned the sky was
clear once more, but Hey Ho! We were
traveling home again the next morning and;
That’s life I’m afraid, for a Very Amateur
Astronomer!
I hope you enjoyed reading of our trip, and
maybe you will consider joining us next time;
Thank you

Glen Partridge, Andy Winn, Sally & Chris Calloway,
Bobby & John Brotherton

Nick Cowling with Gabi Kowal and her son Joseph

